
JOB DESCRIPTION |  Content Creation Manager

The Content Creation Manager is responsible for creating breakthrough static and video
content across digital and social marketing channels to ensure that we are delivering
relevant, engaging messages to our client’s target audiences and monitoring results to
improve performance of future campaigns. As a part of the Cornett Content Studio
team, they must possess excellent video and audio editing skills, a thorough
understanding of photography and videography fundamentals and working knowledge
of social media platform best practices. In addition, they will support other members of
the Brand Connections team to ensure our client’s content strategy and creation is
aligned across all required platforms, as needed.

WHAT WILL YOU DO?

● Develop compelling content informed by business or cultural trends using a mix
of episodic, always on, occasional and seed ideas for distribution across PESO
media.

● Collaborate with the Brand Connections team on content amplification plans, as
needed.

● Work with the Brand Strategy department to ensure brand voice consistency and
to help our clients stay culturally relevant while staying authentic to their brand.

● Push boundaries and stay on the bleeding edge of social media creative best
practices.

● Evaluate content performance to improve effectiveness and solidify brand
relevance.

● Collaborate with in-house and freelance content creators to execute on asset
production.

● Follow a calendar of content distribution and project deadlines to meet launch
dates.

● Identify new content opportunities to refresh existing content based on
performance.

● Develop content that can easily pivot based on business or cultural trends.
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WHAT SHOULD YOU HAVE?

● 5+ years creating high-quality digital and social content designed to engage,
educate, entertain and drive business results for our clients

● Key knowledge of Meta, Twitter, Pinterest, TikTok, and other emerging social
platforms

● Creative mind with innovative, strategic thinking and desire to grow in their
discipline

● Solid understanding of social media channels and best practices are a
requirement

● Basic knowledge of digital media (Search, Display, Video, Audio, Email etc.)
● Bachelor’s degree in relevant coursework or experience in design, editing and

visual arts
● Proficient in Microsoft Office Suite (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, etc.), plus Keynote
● Experience with Google programs (Gmail, Docs, Sheets, Slides, etc.)
● Ability to collaborate with cross-functional teams and make insightful

recommendations
● Strong verbal & written communication skills with attention to detail and ability to

work within a fast-paced environment - prior agency experience is a plus
● Good organizational skills with an ability to multitask and deliver quality work on

deadline
● Proactive, self-starter with an entrepreneurial spirit with a passion for advertising
● Team player that knows how to work well with others and follow-through

WHAT DO YOU GET?

● 401k
● Health Insurance (PPO & HSA Options)
● Dental and Vision Insurance
● 15 days of PTO a year
● Free Parking
● Salary based on experience
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ABOUT CORNETT

Named a 2021 Small Agency of the Year, Gold Southeast by Ad Age. Proudly small,
independent and female-owned.

We’re a collective of fun-loving, intelligent, imaginative, driven and sometimes rowdy
weirdos. Like any good Kentuckian, we’re genuine and hospitable. We don’t like big
egos. We’re open-minded. We play nice. We share. We’re fostering a culture centered
on inclusiveness, where all of our people can show up every day and be 100%
themselves and feel 100% comfortable, celebrated and respected for the perspective
they bring to CORNETT.

Our goal is to be an agency where any brand can come to us, with any audience and
any challenge, and we’re able to deliver and connect culturally beyond their wildest
expectations.

ABOUT LEXINGTON

If you’ve been to Lexington, you love it. If you haven’t been, you will. A beautiful,
culturally rich place full of good people. For a mid-sized city, we have an oversized but
tight-knit creative community that permeates everything—food, art, bourbon, music,
industry. A little bit Southern, a little bit Midwest, making for a vibe that’s unique but the
best of everything.

We’re surrounded by rolling hills and gorgeous horse farms, with a thriving, bustling and
constantly evolving downtown. Within a short drive, you can see where the Bluegrass
kisses the Appalachian Mountains. You can chase waterfalls. You can hike into absolute
seclusion. And you can explore the Red River Gorge, one of the best-kept geological
wonders in America.

Not to mention, the cost-of-living makes you feel like you’re getting away with
something.

Like we said, there’s a lot to love about our big little city.
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WHO IS IN CHARGE HERE?

Position reports directly to the Director of Social Strategy

The position is located in Lexington, KY.


